In this paper we perform the calculation of the gravitational scattering amplitude for 4 massless scalars in quantum field theory and Type II superstring theory. We show that the results agree, providing an example of how gravity is incorporated in the superstring theory. During the calculation we quantize gravitational action to derive graviton propagator and interaction vertex with massless scalar. We also calculate general 3-point and 4-point scattering amplitudes in SST for open and closed massless strings in NS sector.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate an example of how gravity is incorporated in the superstring theory (SST). In particular, we consider gravitational interaction between two massless scalar particles. In quantum theory the quantity reflecting this interaction is the amplitude for a scattering process of two scalar particles by a graviton. First, we can perform this calculation in traditional quantum field theory. Even though gravity can not be fully quantized in QFT, tree-level calculations can be done to give results in agreement with classical theory. Second, we can use SST to get the amplitude for the corresponding process. Here the particles corresponding to the massless scalars and gravitons are massless closed strings of spin-0 and spin-2, respectively. With appropriate identification of coupling constants the results of QFT and SST do agree, which confirms that SST includes gravitation. In particular, it shows an example of how particles in SST having kinematic properties of a graviton (massless, spin-2) also couple as gravitons.
This result is by no means original, and, actually, the argument of existance of gravity in SST can be made much more general [2, 6] . Also various results in this paper appear in other sources and are cited. Therefore, this particular calculation is more of a way to go through some important topics in QFT and SST, rather than an original work.
Amplitude in QFT
In this section we perform the calculation of the gravitational scattering of two massless scalars in quantum field theory. We only consider the first-order tree-level process φφ → φφ, that is, with only one intermediate graviton. One Feynman diagram representing such interaction is Fig. 1 (we notate a scalar particle with φ and graviton with h). In order to calculate such amplitude we need two results from QFT: graviton propagator and 2-scalar/graviton interaction vertex. We proceed now with deriving those values from the classical actions.
Graviton propagator
The gravitational action is [1, 2] :
with
Here G is Newton's constant, g is the determinant of g µν and R is the Ricci scalar. This particular normalization of S G is needed to get the correct Einstein's equation when we add conventionally normalized matter action. Note that we are working in arbitrary number of dimensions D.
To be able to do perturbative calculation (to first order in our case) we assume the gravitational field is weak, that is, the metric is almost flat [1] :
3)
note that we use the convention for η µν , that differs from [3] but agrees with the other references listed: η µν = diag(−, +, +, +, ...).
(2.4)
By the arbitrary normalization constant β in (2.3) we can redefine the normalization of h -we will need this to get the correctly normalized graviton states in quantum field theory. In non-quantum general relativity it is usually taken β = 1 in this expansion. Note that h µν , like g µν , is symmetric. We also need an expression for the corresponding inverse-metric:
where indices on h µν are raised with η µν .
Now we Taylor-expand L G in (2.2) to the second power in h. Up to a total derrivative the result is (this differs by a sign from that in [1] )
6)
Here h = h µ µ and ∂ 2 = ∂ µ ∂ µ . The total derrivative in L G is irrelevant since it gets integrated in (2.1) over all space and we assume the boundary terms to vanish. This quadratic Lagrangian L h in (2.6), when quantized, describes a massless particle, namely, the graviton 1 .
Now we consider quantizing this gravitational action, but let's fix the β in (2.3) before we go further. It turns out that the value that gives correctly normalized states of h is [2] : β = 2κ. (2.7)
1 The problem with quantum gravity only appears when we consider higher orders in L G expansion and loop Feynman diagrams -the theory turns out to be non-renormalizable
With this β, the κ's cancel in S G and we get:
which is the action that we will quantize.
We proceed with the quantization of h field using Feynman path integral approach (this part, especially Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing, is based on Chapter 9 in [3] ). We need to consider the quantity
where Dh integrates over all inequivalent field configurations. Once we have such an expression, we can deduce the propagator for the field directly from the S appearing in (2.9). The problem with S h is that there is a gauge transformation:
for any field ξ µ , that leaves S h invariant. Therefore, simple Dh in (2.9) includes many equivalent field configurations. To get the correct Z we need to factor out from (2.9) the integral over gauge transformations, leaving only the integral over physically different configurations. This is done by Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing procedure, which we briefly describe here. First, we choose a gauge-fixing function G(h) 2 , such that the constraint G(h) = 0 would pick out one field configuration from each set of equivalent ones, that is, fix the gauge. Then we can write (2.9) as [3] :
Here h ξ as in (2.10) and ∆ is a functional determinant arising as the Jacobian for the relevant change of variables. We must choose G such that the ∆ is independent of h, thus, just a constant. We see that we did factor out Dξ, the integral over gauge transformations, and the inner integral is constrained by functional δ, allowing only gauge-fixed, thus inequivalent, field configurations. Now we consider a particular gauge-fixing function:
where w λ is any field. Then G λ = 0 is a generalized Lorentz gauge condition (it is Lorentz gauge for w λ = 0). We can not, though, use (2.11) for direct calculations, because it is, due to the δ-function, not in the standard form (2.9). We fix that as follows. Since (2.11) is true for any G, we can integrate the equation with G λ over w with any normalized-function weighting and cancel the δ-function with this integral.
In particular, we use:
with some real non-zero coefficient α and normalization constant N(α) to integrate (2.11). Note that this works on RHS because ∆ is w-independent. We get:
where
Thus in effect the result of Faddeev-Popov procedure is adding a new term to the Lagrangian and factoring out an overall (infinite) constant from Z:
All the factors, including gauge integral, are now contained in an overall factor C, which is irrelevant for calculating expectation values. What we are left with is the standard form of Z with action S ′ h , from which we can correctly deduce the graviton propagator.
The calculations must work for any value of α, but we can set it to simplify our Lagrangian (2.6). The additional term, up to a total derrivative, is:
Choosing α = −1, action (2.18) becomes:
which we can finally use to get the graviton propagator.
In general, we can deduce the propagator from an action as follows. Suppose we have a real field φ described by:
with some differential operator Q. In case φ has indices, φQφ is matrix multiplication. The propagator D(x − y) = φ(x)φ(y) then satisfies:
where I is matrix identity. With Q and D transformed into momentum space (2.22) becomes:
Now we apply these identities to S ′ h . We can rewrite (2.20) as:
24)
where we have explicitly symmetrized Q in {µν} and {ρσ}, since h µν is always symmetric, thus antisymmetric matrix component acting on it is irrelevant. In momentum space this looks as 26) and the identity in (2.23), since we are working with symmetric matrices, is:
Now we can find D satisfying:
to be:
in agreement with [4] . This is the final expression for momentum-space graviton propagator between polarizations (µν) and (ρσ). Term −iǫ was added in the denominator as usual to give the right behavior of the integral to position space.
Scalar-graviton interaction
Now we proceed with calculating the second component needed for our scattering calculation: the scalar-graviton interaction vertex. Again we start with classical action and quantize it. First consider a general matter action added to the pure gravitational one (2.1):
This action includes matter-gravity interaction, because it has both metric and matter field terms. Note that the Lagrangian L M itself can contain metric terms. Again we want to consider weak gravitational field behavior, for which we expand S M in Taylor series around the flat matric. As in (2.3), variation in metric is βh µν , and we will set β = 2κ when quantizing. We are interested only in first-order interaction, which corresponds to vertices with only one graviton involved, so we expand S M up to the first order in h:
The first term describes non-interacting (gravitationally) matter:
The second describes first-order gravitational interaction and it can be expressed in terms of a familiar quantity -energy-momentum tensor, defined as ( [1] , up to a factor):
The interaction term in (2.32) is then:
and the total matter action is:
Now we go to our case of interest, the massless scalar field φ. Such field is described by the action:
37)
We get the free field action S m by just replacing g µν by η µν in (2.37), from which we could easily get the scalar field propagator. For our calculation that is not necessary, though, so we concentrate on S I , which contains the interaction vertex we need. To use (2.35) first we get calculate the momentum-energy tensor for φ by (2.34):
Now plugging this T µν in (2.35) with β = 2κ we have:
the action which we use for quantization. In the Feynman path integral quantization the vertex values can be easily read off directly from the action -they are basically just the coefficients of the corresponding field products. In this S I we have a product of two φ fields and an h µν field, which does correspond to the vertex we want (Fig. 2) . We arbitrarily chose the momenta
to be incoming -the outgoing momentum is then represented by negative-incoming. To get the vertex value in the momentum space we first substitute ∂ µ → ik µ (for an incoming momentum), with k µ of the field the derrivative acts on, which gives the term in S I as:
The value of the vertex is then given by this coefficient in front of the fields multiplied by a factor of 2 from permuting identical lines φ and an a factor of i that we have in any vertex (it comes from exp(iS)). Thus the vertex amplitude is:
where we have again explicitly symmetrized the tensor multiplying h µν .
QFT scattering amplitude
Now we have all the pieces to calculate the scattering amplitude (S-matrix) for our process. Consider the Feynman diagram Fig. 3 . At first we perform the amplitude calculation only for this one "channel" -the diagram where k 1 and k 3 are connected at one vertex (t-channel), and then we construct the full amplitude (which will include terms from two more channels) using this result. Note that we marked all k i as incoming -this is partly to make the comparison with the string theory result easier. In applying our result based on this diagram to an actual process with initial momenta (k 1 , k 2 ) and final momenta (k
we would have to take
The S-matrix for the diagram Fig. 3 is (Chapter 4.5 in [3] ):
We can evaluate iM t by plugging in values from (2.29) and (2.41). Note that for our case of interest:
44)
due to masslessness and momentum conservation (δ-function in (2.42)) respectively. It is useful then to define "Mandelstam variables" [3, 5, 9] :
Evaluating iM t gives our desired amplitude for t-channel, which has a very simple expression in terms of Mandelstam variables:
50)
Note that the there is a pole in S at t = 0, which should have been expected, since
of the virtual graviton, and the pole appears when the virtual particle is on-shell, in this case, m 2 = 0. It is because of the pole in t, which comes from the fact that k 1 and k 2 are connected at a vertex, that this configuration is called t-channel.
As mentioned before, the amplitude S t is not the full amplitude because there are two more Feynman diagrams contributing to the same observed scattering process φφ → φφ mediated by a graviton. We get these by simply permuting k i 's in the diagram of Fig. 3 -the resulting diagrams are shown in Fig. 4 . The amplitudes are as in (2.43), but with k i permuted, which causes s, u, t permutation:
These processes have poles in u and s (from (k 1 , k 4 ) and (k 1 , k 3 ) connections), therefore are called u-channel and s-channel.
The full scattering amplitude for the process is thus the sum of the three diagrams, All the particles involved are bosons, so there are also no relative minus signs from permutations, therefore, the total amplitude is:
which is our final QFT result that we will compare to the string theory calculation.
Amplitude in SST
Now we proceed with the calculation of the scattering amplitude in superstring theory. This calculation is strongly based on refs. [5, 6] and many of the results in this section appear there. We consider Type I open and Type II closed superstring theories, which are among the most realistic string theories, and include our particles of interest -massless scalars and massless spin-2 particles (gravitons). For our purposes heterotic superstring theory could be substituted for Type II, as it contains all the same properties we are interested in, and the result for this scattering in comparison with QFT would be the same.
The superstring theories require a 10-dimensional spacetime. We take it to be flat, that is, described by metric η µν as in (2.4), with 9 extended spatial dimensions. This does not represent a realistic model for our universe, but considering compactifications of 6 dimensions adds too many complications. We can still compare our result in 10 dimensions with the QFT result, as we derived it for arbitrary D. We will continue denoting the number of dimensions as D in this section, but it should be kept in mind that the results only make sense for D = 10.
(3.1)
General amplitudes in SST
Here we will discuss qualitatively how the strings are described and, consequently, how the amplitudes are calculated in string theory. The quantitative results needed for the calculation, the string vertex operators and related field expectation values, will not be derived, and taken from [5, 6] in the following sections.
Strings moving in spacetime are described by a collection of fields living on a two-dimensional surface called world sheet. To see this consider a motion of an open classical string, which can be described by its position in spacetime X µ (σ, τ ), with
two parameters: σ ∈ (0, a) parametrizes position along the string and τ ∈ (−∞, ∞) is some parametrization of the motion in time. Then we can interpret this parameter space as a two-dimensional space (world sheet), on which we have D scalar fields X µ .
In the case of the open string, the world sheet is a strip of finite width and infinite length, while for a closed string it would be an infinitely long cylinder because of the identification σ ∼ σ + a.
The quantization of a string is then just the quantization of the fields with the appropriate action on the world sheet, which results in a two-dimensional QFT. In the quantization, however, more fields than just X µ are introduced: for a superstring
we have in addition D anticommuting fields ψ µ , also the "world-sheet metric" that appears in the action is itself made into a dynamic field and, finally, we get gauge symmetries which result in ghost fields while being fixed. Each of these fields makes up an independent QFT, with the expectation values that we will cite when needed. One important feature of the string action is a conformal symmetry of the worldsheet, which means that the world-sheets related by a conformal transformation are equivalent, that is, they describe the same string process. This symmetry has many important consequences and the QFT's with such symmetry are called conformal field theories (CFT's). The one property of conformal symmetry relevant to our qualitative discussion is that we essentially need to consider only different topologies of the world sheets, ignoring the exact shape 3 .
Now we consider string interactions. The nice property of string theory is that interactions are described in a natural way by the same acion, only with considering non-trivial shapes of the world-sheets that the fields live on. For example in Fig. 5 we see a world sheet for 4 open strings interacting by an open string and in Fig. 6 for 4 closed strings interacting by another closed string. We can conclude that it is that particular kind of intermediate string by looking at a shape of a cut through the world sheet in the "interaction region".
Shown with arrows are conformally equivalent world sheets (it is easy to see that they are topologically equivalent). In case of 4 open strings we get a disk with 4 points missing at the boundary -these arise from 4 "legs" extending infinitely in time-like direction of the world sheet, where the boundary is missing. Similarly for 4 closed strings the conformally equivalent surface is a sphere with 4 points missing. Consider, finally, the calculation of the amplitude itself. By the method of Feynman path integral quantization, it is given by the sum of e iS over all inequivalent configurations of world sheets W and fields on them Φ, with some specified initial and final states:
We denoted by Φ 0 (z 0 ) the constraint on Φ that it has to satisfy at the set of points z 0 (W-dependent) in the boundary of the world-sheet, where the initial and final string states are defined. We can always conformally transform the world-sheet so that, as in our examples, the initial and final state strings appear as missing points z i , around which Φ 0 has to be defined. It can be shown [5] that equivalently we can substitute the initial and final state constraints by a string vertex operators V i (z i ) at those points, and let Φ take any values:
This says that the S-matrix amplitudes are the expectation values of vertex operators, which we can think of as operators creating an incoming or outgoing string somewhere on the world sheet. Consider now splitting the integral D[W] into a sum of integrals within each topology:
The M is the so-called moduli -the parameters within a topology distinguishing conformally-inequivalent world sheets (this is where the small difference between topological and conformal equivalence goes). We concentrate instead on the sum over topologies now. The world-sheet topology tells us how many and what kind of strings (closed, open) are involved in the process -it is the equivalent of Feynman diagrams in QFT. More complicated topologies (that is, with more holes) will describe processes with more interactions and more intermediate particles. This way we organized the calculation as perturbation series, and we can constrain ourselves to simpler topologies if we are interested in the leading terms in the series.
In particular, the world-sheet topologies in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 correspond to treelevel diagrams for 4 open and closed strings respectively. Any other topologies would have holes, therefore, would represent loop-diagrams. Since we want to compare our calculation here with a tree-level result in QFT, we will be interested in these tree-level topologies. Note also, that unlike the Feynman diagrams, where we had 3 different ones for different channels, the one topology in Fig. 6 , for example, will contain all the 3 possibilities. It follows from the fact that the string interaction is not exactly localized on the world sheet, and we can get different strings merging into intermediate one by just streching the world sheet differently, which will still be the same topology. Therefore, all the possible tree-level interactions of 4 closed strings by a closed string is represented by one topology -a sphere.
String states
We will describe now the string states that we will need for the calculation. In string theory all the different particles are just different excitations of a string, so we need to find what excitations correspond to our primary particles of interest: gravitons and massless scalars. It turns out, that if we look for massless bosons, of spin-2 and spin-0, we find that both correspond to massless closed strings in NS-NS 4 sector with different polarizations. Massless NS-NS states are constructing by acting on a k-momentum NS-NS ground state with two vector creation operators [6] :
A general physical massless closed string state is then described by momentum k µ and polarization 2-tensor e µν : 6) which in addition have to satisfy the requirements [5] :
and the states are physically identified under:
The reason why these types of excitations represent more than just one particle, is that the 2-tensor representation e µν by which the particles transform under the little group [7] SO(D − 2) that leaves the momentum invariant, is not an irreducible representation. It decomposes [5, 9] into a symmetric traceless tensor :
an antisymmetric tensor : e
and a trace part, which is invariant under the SO(D − 2) [2] :
In superstring theory there are two types of string ground states, therefore, the string states, created by excitations of a ground state, fall into two disctinct sets, which are called sectors. One is called Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector and contains bosons. The other one, Ramond (R) sector, contains fermions. Closed strings are basically composed of two such states and, therefore, there are four sectors: NS-NS and R-R are bosons, and NS-R and R-NS are fermions.
These three components each satisfy the constraints (3.7) and don't mix under the transformations of the little group. The symmetric traceless part e (g) corresponds to the graviton and the trace part e (φ) is SO(D − 2) invariant, thus a massless scalar particle, which in string theory is called dilaton. Therefore, we will be looking for an amplitude for 4 e (φ) -polarized closed string scattering by a e (g) -polarized closed string.
Note that we chose the normalization for the explicit expression e Such normalization is assumed by the expressions for vertex operators and amplitudes that we will cite. Even though we don't necessarily have to deal with open strings in this calculation it will be very convenient to use them for an intermediate step in the calculation. It is because, as we will see, the amplitude for a closed string essentially factors into a product of two open-string amplitudes, which are in turn twice as less complicated. For this calculation we will need to know the states of massless open strings. Again we are interested in the NS sector, as the amplitude of NS-NS closed strings will be composed of two NS open string amplitudes. The general state here is [6] :
with k 2 = k µ e µ = 0, (3.14)
and identification:
The states here transform as a vector e µ , thus are irreducible and represent one particle. This massless vector boson is actually identified with a photon. Again, it will be assumed that e µ e µ = 1.
Open string tree amplitudes
We proceed now with calculation of the amplitudes for open string scattering -in particular, we will calculate tree-level amplitudes for interactions of 3 and 4 massless bosons described by the string state (3.13). We are primarily interested in the closed string scattering, however, the results in this section will allow us to get the closed string amplitudes quickly.
First consider 3 open string interaction. The tree-level world surface for this process is a disk with three vertex operators at the boundary. This either describes 2 strings joining or 1 string splitting into two -the amplitude we calculate is general, because whether the string is incoming or outgoing depends only on the momentum k in the vertex operator -for outgoing string k is the negative of the actual string momentum.
From the conformally equivalent shapes to represent a disk, for all explicit expressions we fix it to be the upper half of the complex plane, with the boundary being the real line. The vertex operators for the open string state (3.13) inserted at position y ∈ (−∞, ∞) on the world-sheet boundary (real line) are then [6] :
where the fields are all at y, and the products of fields at the same point are normalordered. The two operators are in -1 and 0 "pictures" -it turns out that when calculating an amplitude the sum of pictures has to be -2. Note that in addition to X µ and ψ µ fields we have a φ ghost field. Furthermore, we will have the V's . In addition, different cyclic ordering of the three fixed coordinates on the boundary of the disk are not actually conformally equivalent, so we have to sum over the two possibilities also as part of the moduli (discreet, this time). Actually, the "pictures" and the φ field come from a similar gauge fixing, but of an anticommuting coordinate [6] , that we didn't discuss. Finally, note the undetermined constant g o appearing in V's, which should make the states correctly normalized. It can be related later to other unknown constants, but in the end we are still left with one constant, that quantifies the strength of open string interactions, and we choose it to be g o . Also we have another fundamental constant of string theory α ′ .
With all these considerations the tree-level amplitude for 3 open strings looks like:
The additional term with V 1 and V 2 interchanged places the same strings only in cyclically reversed order on the boundary of the world sheet, which gives the other, conformally-inequivalent term. The values for y i can be chosen arbitrarily and the S 3 o shouldn't depend on that. We note some facts about the action S to proceed further. We see that it depends on all the fields and on the world sheet itself. The explicit W-dependence of S is just a constant factor having to do with the curvature of the world sheet. For our cases of interest the value is e −λ for a disk and e −2λ for a sphere with some constant λ.
Furthermore, the remaining action splits into the sum of actions for different fields:
so the integral giving the amplitude factors into integrals over different fields. We note by subscript W that the field-action is still implicitly world-sheet dependent (it matters where the fields are defined), so when we cite some result, we indicate for what world-sheet it is valid. To shorten the notation we will write the integrals as expectation values. By the expectation value O W we mean only to include the integral and the action of the fields that appear in O, that is: (3.20) if Φ is the set of fields that O depends on. The subscript W for the expectation value indicates the world-sheet that the fields live on. Factoring out the explicit topology-dependent factor, we then write the amplitude (3.18) as:
where D indicates the disk world-sheet. We will drop this index when it's obvious what world-sheet we are considering. Plugging in the vertex operator expressions (3.16), (3.17) into (3.21) and factoring some fields out we get:
× e 1µ e 2ν e 3ρ ψ µ e ik 1 ·X (y 1 )ψ ν e ik 2 ·X (y 2 )(iẊ
Here interchanging the V's just means the interchanging k's and e's. We can further factor E X which still contains two fields, X and ψ:
Now in order to evaluate S 3 o we need the expectation values for these different fields on a disk. For fields X and ψ we will use Wick's theorem to sum over all contractions, so we will list rules for contracting by writing XY . . . to mean the term when contracting X and Y . Also note that fields at the same point on the world-sheet are always normal-ordered, and so are not contracted with each other (the term gives zero). Then the values that we need are [5, 6] :
and there exists the relation between the constants [5] :
that will allow us to leave only g o and α ′ in the amplitudes. With those expectation values we can pretty straightforwardly evaluate (3.22), summing over possible contractions when needed. For example in E X we have:
where in the first equality the minus sign comes from permuting anticommuting fields and we indicate the coordinate by subscript (we will use this notation for brevity when not ambiguous). An example of how X fields contract in E X is:
Note an important identity for 3 massless string scattering:
since the sum of two momenta is minus the third one because of the delta function (momentum conservation), and k 2 i = 0 for all three. Another identity, that comes from e i · k i = 0 (no sum) and Σ i k i = 0 is:
and similar for other e i 's. We can continue to evaluate parts of S 3 o using the above identities for simplification. In the end the y i 's drop out, as they should (or we can fix their values from the beginning to simplify the calculation), and the result is [6] :
It actually turns out that the interchanged term exactly cancels the first one so S 3 o = 0 (which is reasonable for the coupling of three photons). However, for closed string calculation the result without the interchange will be useful. For that we rewrite (3.37) as:
and later we will use A 3 o . Note that the A-amplitude, which we get from the S-matrix S by factoring out 2π's and δ, is exactly the analog of iM in field theory (2.43). Since in field theory the vertex amplitude is the iM for the process described by that vertex, we can directly compare amplitude A 3 from string theory with the corresponding field theory vertex. We will be able to do that for 3-closed string scattering. Now lets move to 4-open strings. All the discussion above applies directly here, so now it is just a direct calculation. In terms of vertex operators it is:
note that one position y 4 is not fixed, and there is no corresponding c-field. We can straightforwardly expand the expression and evaluate the expectation values. For the evaluation of the integral it is convenient to fix values y 1 = 0, y 2 = 1, y 3 → ∞. As for QFT 4-massless scattering, the momenta here satisfy k 2 i = 0 and Σ i k i = 0 (we get the δ-function again from expectation of exponentials), therefore, it is useful again to use Mandelstam variables (2.46). In the end we get the result [6] : 
The permutations in the expression for K o mean that we should add all inequivalent terms that we can get from the first one by permuting indices {1, 2, 3, 4} on k i and e i simultaneously. For the first term the 2 others we get by (2 ↔ 3) and (2 ↔ 4). The second term is only identical under ((1 ↔ 3), (2 ↔ 4)) interchange, so we have a total of 24/2 = 12 terms, where 24 is the size of 4-permutation group. The Γ's in F o appear from y 4 integration, and they contain all the relevant poles associated with the intermediate string -we will examine such factor in more detail for the closed string. Finally, note that K µνρσ is implicitly defined in (3.43) as the factor multiplying the corresponding components of e i 's. This definition will be used for the closed string.
Closed string tree amplitudes
We proceed now to our final goal -calculation of 4 dilaton scattering. We will have to do it in a couple of steps. First, we will calculate the general amplitude for 4 massless closed string scattering by another closed string. Then, by choosing the dilaton polarizations for the 4 strings we will have 4 dilaton scattering amplitude by arbitrary closed string. This will include more than just graviton. We will then have to analyze the amplitude in some detail to pick out the part due to the graviton. The amplitude calculation for closed string is analogous to the open string in previous section. One difference is that this time the world-sheet is a sphere, as in Fig. 6 , which will introduce some changes in expectation values. For explicit expressions we fix the sphere to be represented by the full complex plane with coordinate z. First, we need the vertex operators that for the massless closed string states (3.6) are [6] :
where (-1,-1) and (0,0) again are different pictures and we want the total sum in the amplitude to be (-2,-2). Note the different constant of normalization g c which will in the end quantify the closed string coupling strength.
As with the open strings, 3 coordinates of vertex operators will be gauge-fixed in an amplitude and those operators will be multiplied by ghost fields c c. The other coordinates will be integrated over the complex plane. Note that unlike for the disk, where there were two inequivalent cyclic orderings of fixed coordinates, on a sphere any positioning of 3 points is equivalent so there will be only one term.
We can see already that the operators are analogous to the open strings, except that there are two sets of fields {ψ, φ, c} and { ψ, φ, c}, which are called left-moving and right-moving respectively. Their actions are independent so the expectation values factor. There is only one field X, but the derivatives ∂ z X µ and ∂zX µ are again independent in a sense that the expectation value between them is zero, so the expectation values for X will also factor into left-and right-moving parts. It is true, though, that there is only one set of e ik·X , that will give an overall factor to the amplitude. We won't list the expectation values for these fields on a sphere, but they are essentially the same as (3.25)-(3.30) for the left-and right-moving parts separately, with y replaced by z for left-and withz for right-moving, and also with
The corresponding constants are also replaced by new ones: C X S and C g S with a relation [5] :
With all this in mind it is clear that the expectation value for closed string vertex operators before integration is two copies of open expectation values: one from leftmoving and one from right-moving parts [2, 5, 8] . The difference is only in constants and in that there is only one common δ-function. The integration, in case of 4 strings, can give more non-trivial factors.
Taking care of the constant factors we get the following relations between Aamplitudes for 3 strings:
and for 4 strings [6, 2, 8] :
By ⊗ product we mean that the polarizations from the two sides combine as e 1µ ⊗ e 1ν = e 1µν , (3.50) because in the vertex operators (3.45) it is the overall polarization multiplying both parts. Then by A is just meant that it contains e's -the "right side" of polarizations. o indicates which poles we should choose, so then:
while S 4 o can be expressed as:
Using now these relations between open and closed amplitudes we can write directly the amplitudes for 3 closed and 4 closed strings [6] :
with V µνρ defined in (3.38) and K µνρσ in (3.43). The S-matrix amplitude for closed strings is related for both 3 and 4 as:
There is no sum over interchanges as for open strings (3.39), so A c gives the whole tree-level term corresponding to iM in QFT.
Dilaton amplitude
Now that we have a general expression for the 4 closed string scattering amplitude, we can get the one we are primarily interested in -4 dilaton interaction. We simply have to plug in the polarization (3.11) in the expression (3.57) for K c . The calculation is rather tedious, note that we have two copies of K µνρσ , which is given by permutations in (3.43), contracted together by e (φ) µν 's:
but again using Mandelstam variables and the momentum conservation the result in the end simplifies to:
We can then put together the total tree-level amplitude for 4 dilaton scattering by any closed string: Again, we emphasize that this amplitude contains not only gravitational interaction. We can get insight into what particles mediate the interaction by looking at the poles of the amplitude -they appear when the intermediate particle is on-shell, therefore, we can deduce the masses of the particles that contribute to the interaction. This information is contained in the function F c (note that it is polarizationindependent so this analysis of poles is valid for any 4-closed string interaction). Function Γ has poles at:
|Γ(x)| → ∞ ⇔ x = −n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.63) and Γ(x) is never 0. So then F c (s, t, u) will have poles:
|F c (s, t, u)| → ∞ ⇔ s, t, u = 4 α ′ n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.64)
where we mean that any of the three variables satisfies the condition. These are also the poles of the whole amplitude 5 . As mentioned in the discussion of the QFT amplitude, s, t, u = m 2 -the mass of the intermediate particle in each of the channels. Since This is exactly the spectrum of closed strings in the theory [6] . Appart being a check that the result is consistent, this tells us that the massless closed strings couple to closed strings of any mass. Now we want to limit the intermediate particle to being a graviton. The first thing we can do is limiting it to be massless -that could be in general a graviton, an antisymmetric ensor, or another dilaton. This is done easily by taking the lowenergy limit of the string theory by letting α ′ → 0. Since the masses of strings are proportional to 1/α ′ , as in (3.65) and similarly for open strings, this limit only allows massless strings to be created, which is what we want. Expanding F c in series of α ′ gives [2, 6] : ∝ t 4 . This is not 0 unless s = t = u = 0, which is a special case that we ignore (it has to be taken as a limit of our amplitude).
We confirm that it is equal to S calculated in QFT in (2.54) with identification of constants [6] : κ = 2πg c . 
Conclusions
This finishes our comparison of the quantum field theory and superstring theory amplitudes. We did get a matching result in SST for the process corresponding to gravitational scattering of 4 massless scalars in QFT, and we found a relation between the constants in the two theories. As promised in the introduction this does show that we can describe gravitation by SST, therefore, this theory, being consistent as opposed to QFT of gravity, has a chance of being the unifying theory describing all particles and interactions.
Looking more generally, however, we only demonstrated this feature for a very specific case. It is possible to argue much more generally [2, 6] , what kind of effective actions the string theory reduces to in low-energy limit, and what those actions correspond to in QFT point of view. In that respect, the calculation in this paper is not so much valuable for the result itself, but more as an exercise, allowing us to go through many important topics in both quantum field theory and superstring theory, and demonstrating (though, a small part of) relationships between them.
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